
Y8—Networks 
Important ideas 

 

 

 

A group of connected computers is 

called a NETWORK. The computers 

can be connected in lots of different 

ways. Networks can share resources, 

data and peripherals (eg printer) 

 

 

 

Computers can connect to networks 

in different ways. The type of network 

is usually defined by the distance the 

computers are apart. The biggest 

network is the Internet. This is a Wide 

Area Network (WAN). 

 

 

 

Computer networks are designed for 

a particular job. Each type of network 

has advantages and disadvantages. 

Local Area Networks (LANs) are very 

important networks—particularly in 

the world of work and education. 

 

 

 

The internet is all the hardware 

connected together. The content 

(webpages) is called the World Wide 

Web. Webpages are often written in 

HTML (Hyper Text Markup 

Language). 

Important vocabulary 
Network Computers connected together 

Local Area 

Network 

LAN—a client and server model. Most of the data, 

files, software and resources are held on the 

server. 

Server A computer that other computers (clients) connect 

to. The server acts as a resource base 

Client These computers connect to a server 

Internet All the hardware on which the WWW is run on 

World Wide Web All the webpages and data on the Internet 

Hypertext HTML uses hypertext—text that links information 

to other web pages or content 

Hyperlink A link between web resources (eg pages or files) 

Quick recall facts 

There are lots of types of 

area network (AN) based 

on the distance the 

computers are apart 

and how they are 

connected. 

 Bluetooth and NFC are short range 
networks (0-10m). These are a Personal 
Area Network (PAN). Eg Apple Pay 

 LAN (wired) and WLAN (WiFi) are a 
short range network (0-100m). 

 WAN—can be across a town, city or over 
the whole planet (Internet) 

Local Area Networks 

can be wired or wireless. 

They are usually a 

mixture of both. 

 A wired LAN uses cables to connect the 
computer (client) to the server. 

 A wireless LAN uses radio waves to 
connect  the computers to the network. 

Local Area Networks 

(LANs) use a server-

client model 

 The server is a computer ,with software, 
that allows other computers to link to the 
server, to connect other computers and to 
connect to peripherals (INPUT and 
OUTPUT devices) 

Important examples 

How the 

internet and 

world wide 

web (WWW) 

was created 

Many countries built secret networks to link nuclear 

weapon controls. This consisted of computers, 

cables, servers and modems. The biggest one was 

ARPANET (USA). A British scientist, Tim Berners

-Lee wrote a programming language (called HTML) 

that allowed people to make content that could be 

shared on the internet. The content stored on the 

internet is called the world wide web (WWW). This 

happened in November 1989. 

Modulator –

Demodulator

s (modems) 

connect 

LANs to 

WANs. 

Information needs to be sent across networks in a 

logical and efficient way. Your browser (or email) 

software sends the data in ‘packets’. These packets 

are labelled (like a parcel) with the date, time, 

address (IP) and size of the information in the 

packet. Modems then allow these packets to be sent 

through telephone lines (in the most efficient route). 

Modems can also assemble packets that they 

receive—they put them back together. 

How it connects... 
Digital (binary) information can be shared between computers. This can 

be done through wires (cables) or by radio waves. 

If a computer uses a cable to share information then we call this a wired 

network. If radio waves are used then we call it a wireless network. Radio 

waves are electromagnetic waves (like light). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Networks allow hardware (input and output devices) to be shared. For 

example, in an office, everyone can share a printer.  This is a more effec-

tive use of resources and allows people to work on the same things at the 

same time (collaboration). 

Some resources (eg data and files) can be stored on a remote (far away) 

server and accessed from anyone and anywhere—we call this ’cloud 

based storage’.  You need to have security in your network to prevent 

unauthorised access (hacking), malware and other cyber threats. 

I must be able to... 

Explain the 

characteristics 

of the main type 

of computer 

networks 

 PANs are short range (usually wireless) networks. 

They allow data to be sent over short distances. NFC is 
used for contactless payments and Bluetooth for 
connecting peripherals (eg headphones) 

 LANs can be wired or wireless. LANs use a server-

client model. They allow for data, files and peripherals 
to be shared. This is a more efficient use of resources. 

 WANs are large networks linking a large range of 

computers and peripherals. The internet is a WAN. 

Explain how a 

LAN is 

structured 

 Large client computers (with lots of storage) are 

connected to server computers by cables or by radio 
waves. There are lots of different structures for LANs. 

 Clients send requests to servers. Servers organise the 

sharing and communication between clients. There can 
be special servers for big tasks eg printing (PRINT) 
internet (WEB) and email. (MAIL) 

Explain the 

difference 

between the 

internet and the 

world wide web 

 The internet is all of the hardware that connects 

computers—this also includes the cables, phone lines, 
peripherals and modems. 

 The world wide web (WWW) is the content (webpages) 

stored and shared across the internet 

Explain how a 

web page works 
 Webpages are written in special languages (eg HTML, 

CSS and Javascript). These languages create 
hypertext (which allows for hyperlinks). 

 Web browsers (eg Chrome) translate the hypertext 

through a graphical user interface (GUI). 
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